


Our Vision:

“To impart quality technical education with ethical values, employable skills and 
research to achieve excellence”

Our Mission:

• To attract and retain highly qualified, experienced & committed faculty.

• To create relevant infrastructure.

• Network with industry & premier institutions to encourage emergence of 
new ideas by providing research & development facilities to strive for 
academic excellence. 

• To inculcate the professional & ethical values among young students with 
employable skills & knowledge acquired to transform the society.
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KSIT, a NAAC Accredited Institution in the city of 
Bangalore, is charting new territory in pursuit of 
excellence through hidden talents of our 
students. At, KSIT we spot talents, nurture 
dreams, sponsor participation and promote self 
confidence to all the building professionals who 
come here with a passion to achieve and succeed.

I must congratulate all our staff members for their dedication and 
commitment in harnessing the talents of our students and 
encouraging them to learn, experience, do and achieve the various 
things that they go through during their stay in the portals of this 
temple of learning.
The Management of this Institution is focused and committed to the 
overall development of all our students and thus commitment is 
transformed into reality by the effective team work of the teaching 
and non-teaching staff.
I wish each and every student of this great institution the very best in 
all their academic endeavors and professional pursuits.

Dr. K V A Balaji
CEO

Message by Editor

It has always has given me immense pleasure to be 
the Editor in charge of the College Newsletter and 
The Souvenir. We are so excited to release this 
year’s Souvenir. 
I hereby take this opportunity to thank my editorial 
team and the student coordinators who have been 
helping me throughout the release of the latest 
edition of Souvenir. 

I wish all the outgoing students best of luck from the 
bottom of my heart.

- Dr. Umashankar M
Editor in Chief
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NEW MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE



 

It's a matter of great satisfaction and pleasure to present to the 
graduates this souvenir on the occasion of the graduation of our 
BE students. Souvenir exhibits a panoramic view of the efforts 
and achievements of the students during their stay in college. 

Hearty congratulations to all the students of the graduating class 
of 2021.

You will be embarking on a new journey and we are confident that 
you would uphold the morality and dignity of the profession while 
placing the values of our Institution at the highest pedestal and 
we also are sure that you shall perform to the best of your abilities 
in the society as distinguished alumni of our Institute. 

We wish you the best as you embark on yet another voyage to 
realise your dreams without compromising on values.

GOOD LUCK  AND  WISHES

-Management

Sitting from Left to Right 
Sri. R. Leela Shankar Rao,  Sri. R. Rajagopal Naidu,  

 Sri. T.Neerajakshulu Naidu

Dear Students,

Although the adage says "Student's life is Golden life", at times, 
students would work extremely hard.  But all is well that ends 
well!  
Today at the time of graduation, it is celebrations.  It is highly 
gratifying to see all of you graduating and I congratulate you for 
that.  At this time when you stand at the door steps of yet another 
challenging life ahead, I wish you the very best.  
May all those knowledge you acquired be of help at all steps.  The 
future would be bright and meaningful predominantly because of 
the education and training that you all have obtained.  The 
institution and I are proud of your achievements.  
Try to stay connected with your Alma mater.  Ensure you conduct 
yourself in the society worthy of your profession.  May all glory be 
yours and hence to the institution.  
Remember we are here always to support you and, if possible, 
suggest to you at all times.

GOOD LUCK AND STAY CONNECTED

-Dr. Dilip Kumar K
Principal / Director
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Mr. GANESH A BHARGAV
9535114249

bhargav.ganesh85@gmail.com

Mrs. TEJASWINI M L
8277181626

tejataranga@gmail.com

Mr. AMRUTH K
9740087111

amruth79@gmail.com

“Engineering is a profession that can do the job 
of almost all other professions.”

- Amit Kalantri, Wealth of Words

Dr. SALEEM KHAN
9901646957

Profsaleemkhan4@gmail.com

Mr. RAJESH GL
9916468891

rajeshgl@ksit.edu.in



ABBAS RAZIN
1KS17ME001

abbasrazin7518@gmail.com

ABHILASH.K.S
1KS17ME003

aabhi4605@gmail.com
1KS17ME006
AKASH.K.L

akashkundwara@gmail.com anandu.k.sanil@gmail.com

ANANDU.K.SANIL
1KS17ME007

1KS17ME008
ANIRUDH BHARADHWAJ.K

vidya.muthoor@gmail.com
1KS17ME009

ANIRUDH.M.V

anirudhmv64@gmail.com
1KS17ME011

ARJUN PRASAD

arjunprasad09@gmail.com
1KS17ME012

ASHUTOSH VILAS JAIN

ashutoshkasliwal18@gmail.com
1KS17ME013

ASIF.K

asi�srg@gmail.com

1KS17ME014
BHARATH KUMAR.G

bharathkumar2017@agmail.com
1KS17ME016
CHETHAN.N

nchethan1999@gmail.com
1KS17ME018

DARSHAN.B.S

darshudarshan19@gmail.com
1KS17ME019

DARSHAN GOWDA.S

darshangowda220@gmail.com
1KS17ME020
DARSHAN.V

venkateshdarshan6@gmail.com

1KS17ME004
ADITI.R.S.SINGH

adi�singh9799@gmail.com



1KS17ME022
DILEEP.S.K

dileepsk531@gmail.com
1KS17ME023

ESHWAR.A.N

aneshwar39@gmail.com
1KS17ME024

GANAPATI MANJUNATH HEGDE

ganapa�hegde588@gmail.com
1KS17ME025

GANESHKUMAR NARAYAN HEGDE

ganesh15.hegde@rediffmail.com

1KS17ME028
IMPAL.D.RAJ

impalraj1432@gmail.com
1KS17ME030

JEEVANKUMAR.M.A

jeevanaravindareddy@gmail.com
1KS17ME031

JITHU K MENON

jithukuruppath98@gmail.com
1KS17ME032

K AASHISH BHARADWAJ

akshathaa.infra@gmail.com
1KS17ME033

KARTHIK.S.DALABANJAN

ksd199924@gmail.com

1KS17ME034
KIRAN.C

kiran15220@gmail.com
1KS17ME035

KIRAN.R

kirannaidu19987@gmail.com
1KS17ME036

KONDA ANIL KUMAR REDDY

anilkumarreddykonda123@gmail.com
1KS17ME038

KUSHAL RAO.R

kushalraor@gmail.com
1KS17ME039
MANOJ.H.S

manojhs17@gmail.com

1KS17ME021
dheeraj1999@gmail.com

DHEERAJ PASUPULETI



1KS17ME044
NAGESH.B.U

nageshbu@gmail.com

1KS17ME045
NISCHAL.V.CHADAGA

nischalvchadaga@gmail.com
1KS17ME046

NITIN.L

ni�nldeepak@gmail.com
1KS17ME047

PARIKSHITA.M.S

parikshita-madapura@yahoo.in
1KS17ME048

PARIKSHITH.K.KASHYAP

pkk23200@gmail.com
1KS17ME050
PRAKASH.Y

shankar@gmail.com

1KS17ME051
PRAVEEN KUMAR.V

praveenragars549@gmail.com
1KS17ME052

PRITHVI.B

prithvigowda007.b@gmail.com
1KS17ME053

PUNEETH GOWDA.N

punithgowda15aug@gmail.com
1KS17ME054
R.GOKUL

gokulravindran19@gmail.com
1KS17ME055

R.JAIKRISHNA

rjaikrishna962@gmail.com

1KS17ME043
MOLAKALU PUNITH

punithpunith512@gmail.com
1KS17ME040

 
MANOJ M 

manojmadegowda@gmail.com
1KS17ME041

MOHAMED FAUZAN.S

fauzansm10799@gmail.com
1KS17ME042

 
MOHSIN SHAIKH 

mohsinshaikhsab@agmail.com



1KS17ME060
RAMU Y P

ypramu08@gmail.com
1KS17ME061

RANJEET.R.KULKARNI

ranjeetbidanur9@gmail.com

1KS17ME062
RAVI.K.V

vravikumar171@gmail.com
1KS17ME063

RUDRAPADA BHARAT KUMAR

bharat.rudrapada@gmail.com
1KS17ME064

S.R.RETHINA SEELAN

rethina99@gmail.com
1KS17ME065

SANDEEP.S.P

sandeeppani898@gmail.com
1KS17ME066

SANTHOSH.G

santhoshg2781999@gmail.com

1KS17ME068
SHANKAR RAM.S

shankardganer007@gmail.com
1KS17ME069
SHARATH.N

sharathn308@gmail.com
1KS17ME070

SHARATH.R.CHAWHAN

sharathvrn@gmail.com
1KS17ME067

SATWIK SHIVARAM BHAT

satwikb76@gmail.com
1KS17ME071

SHASHANK.L

shashank670@gmail.com

1KS17ME056
RAGHUNANDAN.M

nandanraghu007@gmail.com
1KS17ME057

RAGHUNANDAN.M.C

raghunandanmc@gmail.com
1KS17ME059
RAJATH.N.R

rajath1405@gmail.com



1KS17ME076
SHASHIKIRAN.S

shashikiranreddy031@gmail.com
1KS17ME077

SHOAIB MAHABOOB SHAIK

shoaibmahaboobshaik1999@gmail.com

1KS17ME078
SHREYAS.S

shreyaskulal3@gmail.com
1KS17ME079

SHRI HARSHA.P

shriharsha2017@gmail.com
1KS17ME080
SIDDESH.S

siddes2015122@gmail.com
1KS17ME081
SKANDA.S

sandyskanda@gmail.com
1KS17ME083
SOWRAV.A

sowrav1990@gmail.com

1KS17ME085
TANUSHREE.C

tanushree.c8399@gmail.com
1KS17ME086

TEJAS.P

tejasprabhakar24@gmail.com
1KS17ME087

TULASIPRASAD.C

tulasiprasad1999@gmail.com
1KS17ME088

UDAY.R

udaygoeda1729@gmail.com
1KS17ME089

V.JAYANTH

jayanthv18@gmail.com

1KS17ME072
SHASHANK PAWAR.E

shashankpawar2508@gmail.com 
1KS17ME074

SHASHANKH.M.G 

shashankh.m.g.1999@gmail.com
1KS17ME075

SHASHI KUMAR.G

shashiappu038@gmail.com



1KS17ME093
VENKATESH.K

ganesankannan2507@gmail.com
1KS17ME094

VENKATESH PRASAD.G

venkynaidu417@gmail.com

1KS17ME095
VIKAS.K.C

vikaskc2411@gmail.com
1KS17ME096

VISHNU TEJAS.T.M

vikaskc2411@gmail.com
1KS17ME097
YASHAS.G.V

yashasgadam@gmail.com
1KS17ME099

ADITHYA R BHAT 

adityarbhat98@gmail.com
1KS18ME400
ADARSH D

adarshdj2498@gmail.com

1KS18ME401
ADARSH N

adarsha735@gmail.com
1KS18ME402

AJAY KUMAR H

ajaykumar456046@gmail.com
1KS18ME405

ANANDRAJ J

anandrajananandraj7920@gmail.com
1KS18ME407

ATHISH PRAKASH RV

athishprakash1999@gmail.com
1KS18ME406

APEKSHA H D

apeksha7999@gmail.com

1KS17ME091
VARUN.S.KADAM

varun.kadam@gmail.com
1KS17ME090

V.VINAY

vinayvini6476@gmail.com vasunidhi.s@gmail.com
1KS17ME092

VASUNIDHI.S



1KS18ME414
GOWTHAM S

karathikgowtham@gmail.com
1KS18ME413

GAGAN GOWDA R

gagan.sal126@gmail.com
1KS18ME415

HARSHITH M P

harshithmp222@gmail.com
1KS18ME416

HEMA PRASAD Y

hemanthkumar8792@gmail.com 1KS18ME417
KARAN C

karnkumar462000@gmail.com

1KS18ME418
KIRAN KUMAR GN

kirankumargn1997@gmail.com

1KS18ME412
ESHWARAN P

eshusuma@gmail.com

1KS18ME419
LOHITH B M

bmlohithpoori@gmail.com
1KS18ME420
LOHITH L

lohith7785@gmail.com
1KS18ME422

NAGASHREE S S

rachananagshe�y98@gmail.com
1KS18ME425

P ROHIT

rrn4173@gmail.com

1KS18ME410
DHANUSH S

dhanushsham80@gmail.com
1KS18ME411

DILEEPKUMAR H S

dileepkumarcs120@gmail.com
1KS18ME409
CHETHAN M

mchethan52@gmail.com



1KS18ME430
SHARANABASAPPA S HUNAGUND

sharanabasappashunagunda@gmail.com

1KS18ME431
SHARATH GOWDA P S

pssharathgowda007@gmail.com
1KS18ME433

SHIVU S

shivus@gmail.com
1KS18ME434
SRIHARI R

sriharirao1004@gmail.com
1KS18ME435

SRINIVASAMURTHY Y R

srinivaskrsy333@gmail.com
1KS18ME436

SUMANTH K

sumanthgowda774@gmail.com

1KS18ME427
PRAJWAL B

prajwalb963@gmail.com
1KS18ME428
RAKESH S J

rocky.sj23rakesh@gmail.com samarthas59@gmail.com
1KS18ME429

SAMARTHA S
1KS18ME426

PAVAN R

pavan2018r@gmail.com

1KS18ME437
VINAY C

vinay.chikk146@gmail.com
1KS18ME438
VINAY Y

vinu555vk777@gmail.com
1KS18ME439

VISHNU PRAKASH M P

vishnuprakashmpp@gmail.com
1KS17ME407

DEVIPRASAD M 

deviprasadm57@gmail.com
1KS16ME007

ABHISHEK RAJ  

abhishekraj@gmail.com



1KS17ME438
SUMANTH B SOGAL

sumanthbsogal77@gmail.com
1KS17ME429

PUNEETHA S

puneethas1228@gmail.com
1KS17ME443

TILAK R

�lakranganat007@gmail.com

1KS16ME018
HARI PRASAD R 

hariprasadr9229@gmail.com
1KS16ME043

MANOJ KUMAR N

manojcoolguy1999@gmail.com
1KS16ME065

PRAVEEN L N

praveen66634@gmail.com
1KS16ME066

PRUTHVI RAJU M S

pruthvi.22.09.1998@gmail.com
1KS16ME074

SAI ADITYA CH

saiaditya496@gmail.com

1KS16ME078
SHASHIKANT ASHOK

shashija�ur@gmail.com
1KS16ME104
RAGHU S 

rr8055143@gmail.com
1KS15ME034

KIRAN NAGESH

kirannagesh20@gmail.com
1KS15ME011

ARJUN.M.SINDHYA

arjunmsindhya@gmail.com
1KS16ME412

MOHAN

 sanglemohan1@gmail.com 

1KS17ME400
AMITESH

amithesh176@gmail.com
1KS17ME414

KOUSHIK H M

koushihm95@gmail.com



1KS16ME050
NANDISH M 

nandishjoshu722@gmail.com
1KS16ME103

RAGHAVENDRA R

raghu_wilson88@yahoo.com
1KS15ME101

VENKATESH S

venkatesh97.reddy@gmail.com
1KS16ME420

RAGHAVENDRA M R

karathikgowtham@gmail.com

1KS15ME107
SUHAS Y

suhasy0897@gmail.com 
1KS14ME116

SANTHOSH M

santhosh.d.r01@gmail.com

“ No one expected a first year engineer 
to build

The Prefect Bridge.”



Starting from pen and assignments to sorrow and happiness we shared our every feeling with one another in last four years. Some time we 
cried together, some time went on night outs, some time bunked classes together. Borrowed money from friends and never returned them. I 
remember those last night studies for exams. We engineer lived the most precious moments of our life in this campus.I know that we all can 
never be together in future.
We all made a lot of friends here. Few were close enough, few were good, and few were always there for us whenever we needed them.  How 
fast these four years vanish with fun, love, study, joy and sorrow. It really astounds me. The campus, its beauty, our teachers, deans, chancellors 
and most precious thing you all friends, you all are unforgettable to me.
I would like to thank you all for the precious contribution in my life.In future we do not know that where we will be. So the most important thing 
which I would like to tell you that today is the day to live your life up to the fullest. We do not know that in future this day will come again or not. 
 At last wishing good luck to all of you for your future I want to tell you that I love you a lot friends.

-Shashankh MG

To the optimist, the glass is half full. To the pessimist, the glass is half empty. To the engineer, the glass is twice as big as it needs to be”. 
Engineering immensely transforms every personality and moulds us into a new character after the roller coaster ride of four years. You'll never 
run out of new ways to fix challenges when you are an engineer from the heart. After having those serious aims in life as instructed by our 
parents and teachers, there is also another devil voice at the back head asking us to break free and relax after the hectic preparations of 
engineering exams. Who isn’t familiar with this? Almost eating up the mammoth syllabus just a night before the exams had become a habitual 
practice for engineering students. With all these memories to take in, I must say my Royal Mechanical department has always supported and 
encouraged me in any way possible, from giving attendance even when we didn't attend classes, to guide us in our lives and have a laugh with 
the students as friends. Some of my best engineering endeavours were when I joined the team Prodigy Racers, the garage was like a second 
home to the team from after college hours to late-night shifts building and racing the Go-kart in the college premises. I thank everyone in the 
mechanical department, the teaching and the non-teaching staff, my friends, and seniors for four blissful years of my life.

-Kushal Rao R

I am sharath chawhan  from mechanical department to share my experience about my college life  usually they say “ TIME FLIES SO FAST” but 
when it comes to engineering life  these four years period of time travels even more faster. To talk about KSIT, it has played a major role in 
growth of many individuals who had studied here and got graduated from this institution. Being in KSIT I learnt many things and I am grateful 
to be part of this institution. A student's success is totally dependent on his teachings. When it comes to our mechanical department teaching, 
I would say it's much more than teaching. I learnt more about life also, and teachers here give their best in their work that itself is a huge lesson. 
I would like to thank my lecturers for their continuous support.

-Sharath R Chawhan 



Dr. Rekha B Venkatapur
9740295818

rekhabvenkatapur@ksit.edu.in

Dr. Ram P Rustagi
8970000559

rprustagi@ksit.edu.in

Dr. Dayananda R B
8494953773

dayanandarb@ksit.edu.in

Dr. K Venkata Rao
9343751362

venkataraok@ksit.edu.in

Dr. Vijayalaxmi M
9986168811

vijayalaxmimekali@ksit.edu.in

Mrs. Sougandhika Narayan
988085886

sougandhikanarayan@ksit.edu.in

Dr. Vaneeta M
9972742794

vaneetam@ksit.edu.in

Dr. Deepa S R
9880101980

deepasr@ksit.edu.in

Mr. Roopesh Kumar B N
9538367685

roopeshkumarbn@ksit.edu.in

Mr. Kushal Kumar B N
9900533883

kushalkumarbn@ksit.edu.in

Mr. Kumar K
9964161212

kumark@ksit.edu.in

Mr. Raghavendrachar S
9742734816

raghavendrachars@ksit.edu.in

Dr. Aditya Pai H
9164140790

adityapai@ksit.edu.in

Mr. Sanjoy Das
9342574953

sanjoydas@ksit.edu.in

Mr. Harshavardhan J R
9448612519

harshavardhanjr@ksit.edu.in



Dr. Swathi K
9742569970

swathik@ksit.edu.in

Mr. Krishna Gudi
9964504952

krishnagudi@ksit.edu.in

Mr. Prashanth H S
9449919910

prashanthhs@ksit.edu.in

Mrs. Ranjitha K N
9164550538

ranjithakn@ksit.edu.in

Mrs. Beena K
9620699090

beenak@ksit.edu.in

Mrs. Sneha Karamadi
8762948429

snehakaramadi@ksit.edu.in

Mrs. Sneha C R
9980065157

snehacr@ksit.edu.in

“The emotional transformation of engineering education…is 
based on a philosophy of education that is grounded in the real 

world and in the lives of the students we serve…In the right 
atmosphere, the change flows organically from the students 

themselves.”
� David Edward Goldberg



Aafreen Hussain 
1KS17CS001

aafreenhussain1999@gmail.com 

Abhishek Gowda M V
1KS17CS002

abhishek.mvg@gmail.com

Akshatha Ramesh
1KS17CS003

akshatharamesh0211@gmail.com

Amogh R
1KS17CS005

amoghpavan5363@gmail.com

Amrutha V Deshpande
1KS17CS007

amruthadeshpande292@gmail.com

Akshitha BS
1KS17CS004

akshithabsyadav@gmail.com

Anoop P S
1KS17CS008

anoop.purohith.04@gmail.com

Anusha A G
1KS17CS010

anushashrike1999@gmail.com

Ashish Amar
1KS17CS013

ashishamar1999@gmail.com

Anushree J
1KS17CS011

anushreej.15@gmail.com

Chaitra
1KS17CS017

amruthadeshpande292@gmail.com

Chandana B R
1KS17CS018

chandanaramesh107@gmail.com

Lakshmi Prasanna B
1KS17CS014

bodireddylakshmiprasanna@gmail.com

Chennakeshava NT
1KS17CS019

chennakeshavant@gmail.com

Amogha Manjunatha K
1KS17CS006

amoghamanju@gmail.com



Ganesh Maudghalya H G 
1KS17CS025

ganeshmaudghalya@gmail.com

Hanumesh V T
1KS17CS028

hanumeshvt99@gmail.com

Harshitha V
1KS17CS029

harshithasrirang@gmail.com

Karan Raghunath
1KS17CS032

karanraghunath@gmail.com

Indrasena Kalyanam
1KS17CS030

indrasenakalyanam@gmail.com

Deepika S H
1KS17CS022

deepikahande06@gmail.com

Deekshitha R
1KS17CS021

manupatideekshu@gmail.com

Darshan S
1KS17CS020

darshan.s.889@gmail.com

Ganesh G B
1KS17CS024

iganeshgb@gmail.com

Gautham C R
1KS17CS026

gauthamcr82@gmail.com

Karthik Tc
1KS17CS033

karthikchandu934@gmail.com

Hanumesh V T
1KS17CS028

hanumeshvt99@gmail.com

Harshitha V
1KS17CS029

harshithasrirang@gmail.com

Indrasena Kalyanam
1KS17CS030

indrasenakalyanam@gmail.com

Kavitha S
1KS17CS034

svdkavitha99@gmail.com

Keerthi N
1KS17CS035

keerthin321@gmail.com

Krithika Jagannath
1KS17CS036

krithika1089@gmail.com

Lavanya V
1KS17CS037

lavanya08.vasanth@gmail.com



Lokesh B M
1KS17CS038

lokeshbandi2021@gmail.com

Manjunath A
1KS17CS040

itismanjunath@gmail.com

Meghana CV
1KS17CS041

meghana2832@gmail.com

Meghana G R
1KS17CS043

reddymeghana9931@gmail.com

Neha K
1KS17CS045

nehakunapalli623@gmail.com

Meghana G
1KS17CS042

meghanagururaj99@gmail.com

Nikhil Subramanya K
1KS17CS046

nikhilsubramanya0218@gmail.com

Nikita Katari
1KS17CS047

nikita.katari@gmail.com

Nitish Kumar Gupta
1KS17CS049

kkumarnitish61@gmail.com

Nishchitha C
1KS17CS048

nishvnkma@gmail.com

P Kishore
1KS17CS051

kishorep.shrivatsa@gmail.com

Shriraksha S Kanago
1KS17CS102

shriraksha2000@gmail.com

Nydile G R
1KS17CS050

grnydilegowda123@gmail.com

Kruthika B M
1KS18CS401

kruthikruthikabm@gmail.com

Mounika M K L
1KS17CS044

mounika.marrey@gmail.com



Laxmi K V
1KS15CS050

lakshmikanda1996@gmail.com

Meghana HS
1KS16CS042

meghana.hs12@gmail.com

Pooja R
1KS17CS055

poojaram.12619@gmail.com

Parth P Shah
1KS17CS052

p.parthshah99@gmail.com

Pavani M
1KS17CS053

pavani.22m@gmail.com

Praveen
1KS15CS057

praveend2622@gmail.com

Prashanth K
1KS16CS056

prashanthreddy1999.pr@gmail.com

Rakshith R
1KS17CS061

rakshith.1399@gmail.com

Praveen A
1KS17CS058

praveen99may@gmail.com

Rajashree Shivakumar 
1KS17CS060

rajashreesgowda1001@gmail.com

Roopashree N
1KS15CS064

nroopashree16@gmail.com

Rohith.R
1KS16CS063

rohi1999@gmail.com

Roshini R
1KS17CS065

roshinirk55@gmail.com

Ruchitha G K
1KS17CS066

ruchithagk99@gmail.com

Rohith.K
1KS16CS062

rohithkumarm4a1@gmail.com



Sai Kumar L S
1KS17CS069

saikumar9742@gmail.com

Sai Sneha S V
1KS17CS070

saisneha61@gmail.com

Sakshi Kumari
1KS17CS071

getmeonsakshi.rajput@gmail.com

Sharanya H
1KS17CS074

sharanya.harish@gmail.com 

Shreyas R
1KS17CS076

shrez156@gmail.com

Sandesh Naikal
1KS17CS072

Sandeshnaikal3@gmail.com 

Sindhu H S
1KS17CS078

sindhuhs444@gmail.com

Spoorthi R
1KS17CS081

spoorthiranganath3@gmail.com

Sindhu M
1KS17CS079

sindhum777@gmail.com

Srikala K M
1KS17CS083

srikalaindia1999@gmail.com

Srushti A
1KS17CS084

srushti.arun8@gmail.com 

Spoorthi V
1KS17CS082

Spoorthi.v8@gmail.com

Shashank Shet
1KS17CS075

shashankshetk@gmail.com

Sujana G N
1KS18CS085

sujanagn17@gmail.com

S.Monika
1KS17CS067

s.monikasmile311@gmail.com



Supriya.k
1KS17CS087

supriyaaabhargav@gmail.com

Supreetha R Kashyap
1KS17CS086

supreetha.kashyap99@gmail.com

Dhanushree T K
1KS17CS090

tkdhanushree@gmail.com

Surakshitha M
1KS17CS088

msurakshitha34@gmail.com

Swathi Pai
1KS17CS089

swatipai2406@gmail.com

Tejas C S
1KS17CS092

tejascs111@gmail.com

Talupula Siva Sai Chaithanya
1KS17CS091

chaithanya240315@gmail.com

Varshitha S
1KS17CS095

varshithas.512@gmail.com

Tharun K
1KS17CS093

tharunk6476@gmail.com

Varshini N Prakash 
1KS17CS094

varshini.nprakash@gmail.com 

Vinay Ramarao Biradar
1KS17CS099

vbiradar9999@gmail.com

Varun Attiganal Venkatesh
1KS17CS096

varunvenky99@gmail.com

Varna M
1KS16CS110

varnamunegowda@gmail.com

Vishal M S
1KS17CS100

vishms1999@gmail.com

Vybhavi J
1KS17CS101

vybhavipj@gmail.com



Sharada.A. 
1KS15CS128 

sharadaksit@gmail.com 

Bharathi R
1KS17CS401

bharathiraghavendra04@gmail.com

“All parts should go together 
without forcing.  You must 

remember that the parts you 
are reassembling were 

disassembled by you.  
Therefore, if you can’t get 
them together again, there 

must be a reason.  By all 
means, do not use a hammer.”



I distinctly remember the feeling of walking into KSIT four years ago thinking and worrying about my journey. When I look back, I realize 
that being a part of KSIT was one of the best things that happened to me. Words cannot express the amount of gratitude I have towards 
KSIT.
I am so proud to state that I was the newsletter co-coordinator for the department and I cannot tell how happy I was. I had been involving 
myself in a lot of events that was being conducted by the department. I would wait eagerly to go and help the department arrange an 
event. The rush to get things done, the need to make the event a huge success and the prolonged stays after a day with people 
interacting with each other is something I look back at a lot. We were just trying to have fun, but little did we know that we were making 
memories. Memories that I want to treasure for the rest of my life. The teachers were "The Backbone" to almost everything. It could be 
about an assignment, an event, guidance, or even to lift up our spirits, the teachers were always there for us. I don't know how di�cult it 
would be for me without them. I'll miss approaching to them almost everyday having a question in mind. If there's something I want to say 
to them, I would like to say thank you, literally for everything. Towards the end, I also have a secure job, thanks to Placement Team. 
On the first day, we were resented to wear ID cards, but now after four years, memories flood in my brain making me want to relive all of 
the four years. 

-Spoorthi R

I vividly remember the first time I visited KSIT, a lot of students with high aspirations were eagerly waiting for their admissions, I was one 
of them. The professors were very welcoming and eager to receive us with open arms.
The institution o�ers quality education and training, adequate opportunities for extra-curricular and sports activities. The techniques 
professors adopt in teachingthe lessons are flexible and feedback of every student is considered to improve the student's 
understanding.
Nothing better than a group of good friends…isn't it? I'm very thankful to my friends who've stuck with me through thick and thin. A 
bunch of good friends and you'll be set for an amazing time.An introverted me being picked as the class representative and I was taken 
aback. This is the time you hop out of your cocoon and explore new people and newer environments and I'm sure you'll never look back.
And I'm really grateful for the opportunities provided by placement department and teaching faculty. They'll be your support system 
throughout, and help you till you secure a job.

-Kishore Prashanth

"Happiness is when what you say, what you do and what you think are in harmony." - Mahatma Gandhi.
My happiest phase in life were my engineering college days. I cherish every moment I lived with my friends and teachers. KSIT taught 
me many responsibilities and how to handle them as a student, a class representative, an event coordinator and many more. People say 
first benchers have no enjoyment and all they do is study, but today I proved them wrong. I was involved in every work, every 
responsibility, every opportunity that I received. As the saying goes “Best friends make the good times better and the hard times 
easier.” My friends were always supportive in every decision I made. The teachers in KSIT don't even bother to teach a student 100 times 
if he doesn't understand. That shows the quality of teachings we received. “Teachers we may go away but your teaching will always 
remain with us.” One of the most fearful things is “Placements”. I am grateful to KSIT for providing amazing placement opportunities 
from many MNC companies with great packages and 100% placements even in this COVID pandemic.
I thank KSIT for giving me wonderful teachings, great friends and a marvellous experience.

-Indrasena Kalyanam



DR. P.N SUDHA  
9880266432 

cpnsudha@ksit.edu.in 

  DR.  B SUREKHA 
      +91-8105000448     

   borrasurekha@ksit.edu.in 

DR.  P JOY PRABHAKARAN 
     +91- 9880060979 

   joyprabhakaran@ksit.edu.in 

  DR. B.SUDHARSHAN 
     +91-8867606994 
sudharshanb@ksit.edu.in

MR. B.R.SANTHOSH KUMAR 
      +91-9845532660 

   santhoshkumarbr@ksit.edu.in

MRS. VISHALINI DIVAKAR 
+91 9972628755 

vishalinidivakar@ksit.edu.in 

MRS. JAYASUDHA B.S.K  
+91 9845896388 

jayasudhabsk@ksit.edu.in 

MR. SAMPATH KUMAR. S  
+91 9743307890 

sampathkumar@ksit.edu.in 

MR. SUNIL KUMAR.G.R 
+91 9844362235 

sunilkumargr@ksit.edu.in 

MRS.SANGEETHA.V 
+91 9980099247 

sangeetha.v@ksit.edu.in 

MR. PRAVEEN.A 
+91 9482220016 

praveen@ksit.edu.in  

MR. CHRISTO JAIN 
+91 9742070803 

christojain@ksit.edu.in 

MR. SALEEM S TEVARAMANI 
+91 9844022686 

saleemstevaramani@ksit.edu.in 

MRS. PRAGATI. P  
+91 9902297878 

pragatipukkela@ksit.edu.in  

Dr. SANGAPPA S B  
+91 9845238866

sangappasb@ksit.edu.in



  

MRS. POOJA S  
+91 7847024085 

poojasksit@gmail.com 

MRS. YESHWINI  V  
+91 9986204214 

yeshwini@ksit.edu.in 

MRS. SMITHA MALLYA  
+91 9892297151 

smi�mn87@gmail.com 

“As engineers, we were going to be 
in a position to change the world – 

not just study it.”
—Henry Petroski

“This job is a great scientific adventure. 
But it’s also a great human adventure.”

—Fabiola Gianott

MRS. ARUNA RAO B.P  
+91 9980712368 

arunaraobp@ksit.edu.in 



 

                                                           

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ABHISHEK K V  
1KS17EC001 

abhikodi008@gmail.com 

ANAGHA A KASHYAP  
1KS17EC008 

anaghakashyap99@gmail.com 

ANA EPSIBA F  
1KS17EC007 

anaepsiba74@gmail.com 

AMULYA S IYENGAR  
1KS17EC006 

amulyas1411@gmail.com  

AMOGHAVARSHA N D  
1KS17EC005 

amogha.nazare@gmail.com 

AKSHITHA v RAMESH  
     1KS17EC004 
akshitha30dec98@gmail.com 

AKKSHAY U L  
1KS17EC003 

akkshayul@gmail.com 

ABIJITH SUDHIR 
1KS17EC002 

abijithsudhir@gmail.com 

ANITHA R  
1KS17EC009 

anithabhagya2315@gmail.com 

ANOOP DEEKSHITH R 
1KS17EC010 

anuprd13@gmail.com 

ANUPAM M L 
1KS17EC011  

anupamml16168@gmail.com 

ANUSHA L  
1KS17EC012 

anushals0704@gmail.com 

ANUSHREE M 
1KS17EC013 

anushreemahesh3@gmail.com 

ANUSHRI V K 
1KS17EC014 

vkanushri@gmail.com 

APEKSHA RAVI KUMAR  
1KS17EC015 
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ARPITHA 
1KS17EC016 

arpithappin@gmail.com 

 AYESHA ROSHEEN  
1KS17EC018 

ayesharosheen5@gmail.com 

B D SHREENIDHI 
1KS17EC019 

shreenidhidwarkanath19@gm
ail.com 

BHAVANA B S  
1KS17EC020 

bhavanabs99@gmail.com 

         BHAVANA J  
         1KS17EC021 
bhavanajjagadish@gmail.com 

              BHOOMIKA P K 
             1KS17EC022 
kulkarnibhoomika16@gmail.com 

BINDU J  
1KS17EC023 

bindukavya2000@gmail.com  

CHAITHRA V M 
1KS17EC024 

chaithravm9404@gmail.com 

      CHARAN SAI Y  
       1KS17EC025 
chrnyellanki@gmail.com 

CHETHAN D R 
1KS17EC026 

chethan8186@gmail.com 

        DEVALE SUDARSHAN  
              1KS17EC031 
    singhaarushas@gmail.com 

DARSHAN T G 
1KS17EC030 

darshan21.gopinath@gmail.com 

        CHETHANA PRASAD K 
               1KS17EC029 
          lakshmiprasad76@gmail.com 

CHETHANA K S  
1KS17EC028 

chethanasuresh123@gmail.com 

CHETHAN G 
1KS17EC027 

chethangopi@gmail.com 



 

 

DEVIYANI G  
1KS17EC032 

deviyanig23@gmail.com 

 

DISHA S  
1KS17EC035 

disha.vasishta@gmail.com 

DIVYA T M  
1KS17EC036 

divyatm72@gmail.com 

GOPINATH H C  
1KS17EC038 

gopinathhc66@gmail.com 

        GOWTHAM B 
         1KS17EC039 
 gowthamb172@gmail.com 

KRITHIKA P 
1KS17EC045 

krithikaparthasarathy129@gmail.com 

KAMNOOR SUSHMA 
1KS17EC044 

sushma.gkamnoor@gmail.com 

K SHREYA  
1KS17EC043 

sgkaratagi@gmail.com 

JEEVAN R S 
1KS17EC042 

jeevansrgowda23@gmail.com 

H G SRINIDHI 
1KS17EC041 

srinidhigopal1@gmail.com 

LAKSHAN N S  
1KS17EC046 

lakshans18@gmail.com 

LEKHA YADAV B  
1KS17EC047 

lekhayadav283@gmail.com 

M R SRINIVAS 
1KS17EC048 

srinivasmr70@gmail.com 

RANJITH M  
1KS17EC049 

m.ranjith1799@gmail.com 

M SIRISHA 
1KS17EC050 

msrujan33@gmail.com 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 MADHU S 
1KS17EC051 

madhu.s1308@gmail.com 

MAHADEVA G  
1KS17EC052 

mahadevamsv76@gmail.com 

MAMATHA K S  
1KS17EC053 

ksmamatha905@gmail.com 

BHAVANA G 
1KS17EC403 

bhavanagajendra1106@gmail.com 

AMAN KUMAR SINGH  
1KS16EC007 

aman.98.mkp@gmail.com 

RAKESH . M D  
1KS16EC431 

rakeshm036@gmail.com 

PURUSHOTHAM A V  
1KS16EC068 

purshothampushu070@gmail.com 

           KSHITIZ GURUNG 
              1KS16EC038 
            andriktamu123@gmail.com 

K.UNNIMAYA  
1KS16EC033 

unnimayak3366@gmail.com 

MOHAMMAD FAIZAL  
1KS17EC056 

faizalmhd6444@gmail.com 

           MOHAMMED SADATH  
                   1KS17EC057 
       mohammedsadaath@gmail.com 

         MONISHA A  
        1KS17EC058 

        amonisha17@gmail.com 

NAGANETRA M  
1KS17EC059 

naganetra236@gmail.com 

NAGELI JAYASAI NAIDU  
1KS17EC060 

nagelijaisai@gmail.com 

SHIVDATT .B  
1KS16EC086 

shivdatt69@gmail.com 



 

NAVEEN KUMAR BURUGUPALLY  
1KS17EC061 

naveenkumarburugupally@gmail.com 

NAVIN KUMAR H G  
1KS17EC062 

navinkumarhg1905@gmail.com 

NAVYA S  
1KS17EC063 

navyasuresh712@gmail.com 

 

NIKHIL V  
1KS17EC064 

swagath8691@gmail.com 

NIKHIL V  
1KS17EC065 

swagath8691@gmail.com 

PRAJWAL SIMHA S  
1KS17EC070 

prajwalsimha.47@gmail.com 

PRAJWAL C 
1KS17EC069 

prajwal001gowda@gmail.com 

PENUJURI NAGA SAI SNEHITHA  
1KS17EC068 

penujurinagasaisnehitha@gmail.com 

PAVAN PRASAD R 
1KS17EC067 

pavanprasad99@yahoo.com 

PALLAVI S 
1KS17EC066 

pallavirmpl123@gmail.com 

PRATIMA P AGNIHOTRI  
1KS17EC071 

pratima190499@gmail.com 

PRATIMA V KASHYAP  
1KS17EC072 

pratimavishwanath@gmail.com 

PRUTHVIRAJ N 
1KS17EC073 

281999pruthviraj@gmail.com 

RACHANA S  
1KS17EC075 

rachanas05710@gmail.com 

RAHUL R NADIG 
1KS17EC076 

nadig22rahul@gmail.com 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RAMYA R  
1KS17EC078 

ramyar07031999@gmail.com 

RITU PATIL 
1KS17EC079 

ritupatilbng@gmail.com 

ROHINI D 
1KS17EC080 

ranirachu1708@gmail.com 

RUTHVIK RAVISH 
1KS17EC082 

ruthvikhonnu@gmail.com 

SAHANA M K  
1KS17EC084 

sahanamk1999@gmail.com 

SHREYAS H R  
1KS17EC090 

shreyasupadhya22@gmail.com 

SHRAVYA S ACHARYA  
1KS17EC089 

shravyaacharya99@gmail.com 

ANI K  
1KS17EC088 

k.shivani29@gmail.com 

SANDEEP KUMAR M 
1KS17EC086 

sandeep67739799@gmail.com 

SAHANA V  
1KS17EC085 

sahanav70@gmail.com 

SRIVIDYA V R  
1KS17EC092 

7795651226s@gmail.com 

 

SUPRIYA V  
1KS17EC093 

supriya.vishwavani@gmail.com 

SURYA N  
1KS17EC094 

surya.nagaraj206@gmail.com 

SUSHMITHA B L  
1KS17EC095 

sushmithabl99@gmail.com 

 

SUSHMITHA K N  
1KS17EC096 

sushmithakn22@gmail.com 



VAISHNAVI S  
1KS17EC101 

vaishnavisiddappa9505@gmail.com 

VAISHNAVI K KATTI  
1KS17EC100 

vaishnavik�@gmail.com 

VAIBHAVI SREENIVASA  
             1KS17EC099 
     vaibhavisri55@gmail.com 

TEJAS K  
1KS17EC098 

tejastejumanoj@gmail.com 

   SYED WAQAR KASHIF  
1KS17EC097 

waqarkashif8@gmail.com 

VAISHNAVI SRIHARSHAN  
1KS17EC102 

vaishnavisriharshan@gmail.com 

VIDYA V  
1KS17EC103 

1999viduvidya@gmail.com 

VISHAL GOUTHAM N  
1KS17EC104 

vishal211299@gmail.com  

YASHASWINI R  
1KS17EC105 

yashashwiniramanna8@gmail.com 

HARSHITHA B  
1KS18EC403 

harshithab14@gmail.com 

VANITHA C 
1KS18EC408 

vanithanaidu39@gmail.com 

MAHADEVA G R  
1KS18EC406 

mahadevagr198@gmail.com 

N ASIYA FATHIMA  
1KS17EC017 

asiyaf78@gmail.com 

DHAKSHITH N K  
1KS17EC033 

dhakshith143@gmail.com 

G S SURABHI 
1KS17EC040 

surabhigs27@gmail.com 



  

R YASHAS  
1KS17EC074 

yash.17.1999@gmail.com 

RAJESH C S 
1KS17EC077 

rajyash00320@gmail.com 

SHAMANTH RAJ D N  
1KS17EC087 

shamanthrajdn@gmail.com 

MANOJ KUMAR R  
1KS17EC055 

manojgokul19@gmail.com 

“What we usually consider as 
impossible are simply engineering 

problems... there's no law of physics 
preventing them.”

“A good scientist is a person with 
original ideas. A good engineer is a 

person who makes a design that 
works with as few original ideas as 
possible. There are no prima donnas 

in engineering.”



K.S Institute of Technology has been the most enthralling journey of my life. It has been an institute which has helped me nurture my skills as an 
engineer and grow in leaps and bounds. KSIT has given me the support and confidence to grow both personally and professionally. The faculty have 
been a great support with their tireless e�orts in my upbringing as an engineer. Having spent the last four years in this esteemed institution, I have 
witnessed a tremendous change in my life may it be on the academic front or even on a personal level. The placement cell of the college also works 
tirelessly to provide the students with numerous opportunities in the industry that allows them to step into the professional world seamlessly. Apart 
from this, KSIT has encouraged me to participate in various activities like paper publishing, ideation, project exhibitions, and many more including 
other extracurricular activities. In addition, KSIT IEEE student branch is best part and being secretary of IEEE SPS student branch, I feel elated for 
being part of it and work for it which enhanced my communication skills, leadership skills, team work mainly. A dream becomes a goal when action is 
taken toward its achievement and all our dreams can come true if we have the courage to pursue them, that courage and path towards achievement 
are shown by stupendous professors of KSIT. Even during pandemic, they all supported us and did splendid classes however, I miss o�ine classes, 
especially ANANYA. Although thank you is not su�cient to describe, I want to take the time to extend gratitude to all my faculties for their love and 
support. All these 4years have been recorded in my heart and mind which I will never forget and these 4 years were best memorable days in my life. 
KSIT is a blessing in disguise for me. Once again, thank you KSIT.

- M SIRISHA 

College was a dreamland for my educational life and my career. I choose KSIT because it provides a perfect platform for students to excel in both 
academics and co-curricular activities. KSIT has given me a great opportunity to grow myself. It was a beautiful period and a picture of learning, 
enjoyment, freedom and friendship. My first journey at KSIT began by lighting the lamp at the time of orientation program. I was really nervous as all 
the people were new to me. But soon, I started enjoying my college life with the fantastic learning experience and friends. I joined IEEE, ISTE 
SOCIETIES in my second year and had a amazing experience in working for it. During my final year I was elected as the vice chair for IEEE student 
branch at KSIT and was very pleased to work for IEEE Student Branch along with WIE a�nity group. I had an opportunity to shape myself as a better 
person with the best support and guidance of all the facilities. All the facilities were such a great strength and pillar of support who always directed 
me towards the right path. The most exciting week was the Ananya fest which had such remarkable moments. Finally, I would like to thank the 
institution for giving me a great opportunity and experience. I am proud to be KSITIAN.

- SAHANA V 

I have been blessed with access to a Bachelor's degree in KSIT, and the luxury of growing comfortable with my student status. I feel like my college 
has more than prepared me for whatever comes next. My sincerest thanks to the Department of Electronics and Communication, for being the 
support system I never knew I needed. Thank you for showing me what true mentorship is, and raising my standards of what I expect from leaders 
and higher-ups in the workplace. Thanks class discussions, for teaching me how to appreciate di�erence, and to be open to it, even when it's painful. 
I sincerely thank my professors for introducing me to new, and complex ideas that stretch my brain and force me to acknowledge and adopt a 
di�erent perspective. College has been the opportunity of a lifetime, and even that is an understatement. Rather than saying goodbye to a period of 
my life that has meant so much to me, I will say thank you to my college, for giving me the character I need to keep building, the brain I need to keep 
expanding, and the heart I need to keep loving. I will treasure these memories for the rest of my life.

- ABIJITH SUDHIR 



 

 

 

  

            

                                

                    
                                    

 

                  
                                      

                  
                     

 

 

 

  

                              
                            

                         

 

  

 

 

“Engineering is the closest thing to 

magic that exists in the world.”

Dr. Chanda V Reddy
8618092907

chandavreddy@ksit.edu.in

Dr. Rekha N
9019761559

rekhan@ksit.edu.in

Dr. Dinesh Kumar D S
8722497866

dineshkumards@ksit.edu.in

Dr. Devika B
9663922299

devikab@ksit.edu.in

Mr. Satish Kumar B
9986510512

satishkumarb@ksit.edu.in

Mr. Dileep J
8867781213

dileepj@ksit.edu.in

Mrs. Shwetha B N
9008738883

swethabn@ksit.edu.in



 
 

  
                                        

                         
                      

  

                        
                

      

 

                                         

                         

     
                                      
                           

                    
                                    
                      

  
 

                                

              

                     

     
       

Anusha H
1KS17TE001

anushaahareesh@gmail.com

Apoorva PM
1KS17TE002

apoorvamtg@gmail.com

C P Felix Roy
1KS17TE003

felixroy289@gmail.com

Dhananjaya Kumar S
1KS17TE005

dhanajay.ambiger@gmail.com

Dhanush N
1KS17TE006

dhanushgoogly1998@gmail.com

Greeshma P S
1KS17TE010

bibikubra04@gmail.com

Huda Matheen
1KS17TE011

huda.matheen661998@gmail.com

Ganesh B
1KS17TE008

mandakapuganesh@gmail.com

Gowthami V
1KS17TE009

greeshmatcom@gmail.com

Dhruthi V
1KS17TE007

dhruthi.dv@gmail.com

Madhushree T P
1KS17TE017

shreemadhu09@gmail.com

Meghana C
1KS17TE018

meghanamowli@gmail.com

Karthik K V
1KS17TE013

kavika3007@gmail.com

Kavya S S
1KS17TE015

kavyasavithagowda@gmail.com

K Raviteja
1KS17TE012

ravi.katuri99@gmail.com



 
 

                   

                                

          
   

 

  
             
                        

               

Sahana R
1KS17TE035

sahana3237@gmail.com

P T Sai Teshal
1KS17TE036

saiteshal036@gmail.com
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20th July 2017 the day when I o�cially got admitted to KSIT coincidentally 20th July 2021 is the last working day. Sothis exact 4 years of 
journey was adventurous. Adapting to engineering curriculum was a challenge for me. I almost took 1 year to adapt tothis pace of life. But 
then I realized this was just the trailer and the actual picture starts from 2nd year. Again started from the scratch. Inbetween all these 1 
week of Anaya made our student lives more memorable. I even got achance to participate in VTU youth fest not one ortwice but thrice. I 
have also been a part of NSS camp which was filled with learning and fun. Life was good. Now moving forward to the daywhen we were 
peacefully writing our 1st internals of 6th semester and none us knew soon we all were going to end up attending ourclasses, internals and 
presentation from home. Zoom and MS Teams became our classrooms. We all lost the most precious time of ourstudent life. Even though 
we have spent 4 years of our lives in KSIT we'll not have a group photo to cherish memories in future this hurts themost. And, I will 
definitely miss being called CR.The management, the faculties and the non teaching sta�s at KSIT were always ready to help us out. Of 
course, my parents and friends werealso there through thick and thin. I’m very thankful to everyone who has been a part of this journey. It 
feels like yesterday when I first visitedthe campus to attend the orientation program. Now I realized “TIME REALLY FLIES”.

GOWTHAMI V

Words are not enough to describe the feeling of almost completing my 4 years of student journey in KSIT. Undoubtedly my journey in 
KSIT is the best part ever. When I run down the memory lane and recall the day I first stepped into the college and got along with my 
friends. Indeed! the feeling is still fresh. Completing loads of assignments near the round table, group study during internals, records 
submission, Industrial visits which really helped us to gain knowledge, Hut -tea diaries etc., all these are memories to cherish forever. 
How can I forget about Ananya the cultural fest? So many cultural activities, ethnic day, unique themes for each day of the week and 
finally the event day. Definitely Ananya is my  KSIT provides a lot of opportunities for us to showcase our talents by conducting many 
events on campus and all the events will be well organized. All the faculty members are really supportive towards our academics as well as 
the extra-curricular activities. Also, I must say that the NSS events and camps are the best. Overall it’s been an amazing journey and I 
definitely miss being called by my USN for the attendance. Dear KSIT, thanks for being the important phase of my life. I’m forever 
grateful.

Proud KSITian.
SAHANA R

Throughout my 4 years of engineering at ‘KS Institute of Technology’, I had countless opportunities to develop analytical skills, 
leadership and proactive thinking for various programs and events. For, which I thank my teachers for their constant encouragement and 
support. They challenged and pushed me to be better and creative in my projects and for the cultural events, because of which I now have 
enough confidence to tackle any problem. The placement cell of the college has guided us throughout our curriculum for getting better 
opportunities during placements. All of these helped me to have two o�er letters at the end of the placement season, each o�er letter 
being from a well-knownMNC. My sincere appreciation and gratitude to the Telecommunication Engineering department for their 
steadfast support and encouragement, this would not have been possible without them. I’m very thankful to the HOD and faculty of TCE 
department for putting their best e�orts to get the best of me. I shall always remain in gratitude & joy for having studied in this Institute. 

GANESH B



Dr Renuka C
 9880735452

renukachandrasekharan@ksit.edu.in

Mrs. Lakshmi C
9901687936

lakshmi.c2510@gmail.com

“The science of today is the 
technology of tomorrow.”

- Edward Teller

Dr

r r r .



“At its heart engineering is about using science to 
find creative practical solutions. It’s a noble 
profession.” 

“One man’s “magic” is another man’s engineering. 
“Supernatural” is a null word.”

 “To the optimist, the glass is half full. To the pessimist, the glass 
is half empty. To the engineer, the glass is twice as big as it needs 

to be.”

“This job is a great scientific adventure. But it’s also a great 
human adventure.”

“Science can amuse and fascinate us all, but it is engineering 
that changes the world.”

“The ideal engineer is a composite … He is not a 
scientist, he is not a mathematician, he is not a 

sociologist or a writer; but he may use the knowledge 
and techniques of any or all of these disciplines in 

solving engineering problems.”



Class of 2017-2021
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